
 

 One and One 
 

 

One Thing Going On 

  

UUA and UUSC Joint Campaign  
 
The UUA & UUSC have launched a campaign for raising the minimum wage. 
See Joint Statement from UUA President Rev. Peter Morales and UUSC 
President Rev. Bill Schulz, Raising the Minimum Wage--A Moral 
Imperative.  Please add your name to advocate together with low-wage 
workers and their families. 
  
We are partnering with Interfaith Worker Justice and the Restaurant 
Opportunities Center (ROC) United to support the Fair Minimum Wage Act of 
2013, which would make the following vital advances: 
 
·         Raise the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour by 2015; 
·         Index the minimum wage to inflation; 
·         Anchor the minimum wage for tipped employees-currently an 
abominable $2.13 an hour-to 70 percent of the regular minimum wage. 
 
Six million people, including a majority of three and half million people of 
color, would be lifted out of poverty if the minimum wage is raised to $10. 10. 
See www.uua.org/economic for more info. and resources. 

 

One Useful Tool 

 

Take It Outside! Tapestry of Faith Explores 
Ecology 

 



Many UUs share the concerns about “nature deficit disorder” raised by Richard 
Louv in his 2008 book, Last Child in the Woods. A new Tapestry of Faith 
program helps congregations combat this problem. In eight workshops, Circle 
of Trees by Julie Simon, Pat Kahn, and Kate Tweedie-Covey engages children, 
families, and multigenerational groups in a deep connection with trees, nature, 
and all life on our planet. Facilitators are encouraged to take groups outdoors 
for many of the activities, including a Council of the Trees workshop adapted 
from a ritual created by Joanna Macy and John Sneed. 
  
Circle of Trees expands the Tapestry of Faith portfolio of 
multigenerational/multi-age programs provided free online. Wisdom from the 
Hebrew Scriptures offers eight Bible story-based workshops including David 
and Goliath, Manna in the Wilderness, and Creation. Gather the Spirit teaches 
stewardship by focusing on our planet’s need for water through both scientific 
and religious lenses. 

  

 

 

 


